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Second-hand bike market coming to The Blue next weekend
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Peckham Town FC is ‘absolutely not’ renaming home ground after Del Boy
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‘Segregations fears’ as new council homes in poorest areas
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Exclusive: Search is on for Southwark WWII heroes who secretly snapped Nazis from unarmoured Spitfires
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The Bermondsey man who turned Palestine’s para-cycling team into emergency aid workers
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Revitalised hospital garden giving anxious families ‘precious’ moments
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Rotherhithe Rainbows and Guides pushing to replace mouldy tents and old equipment
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Nunhead Green tarmac ‘abomination’ debacle cost taxpayer £26,500
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The last two men to be executed for homosexual acts were from Southwark
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[image: Neil Harris gave his reaction after the win over Leicester. Image: Millwall FC]





‘His best performance in a Millwall shirt for sure’ – Neil Harris sings the praises of three Millwall players after win over Leicester


by Kiro Evans
 10th April 2024
 0 



NEIL Harris praised Michael Obafemi for delivering "his best performance in a Millwall shirt" against Leicester City.  The Lions won...
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‘As good as any team I’ve put on the pitch at The Den’ – Millwall boss praises tactical discipline of his players in epic triumph over Leicester


by Kiro Evans
 9th April 2024
 0 



NEIL Harris believes the tactical discipline shown by his players in the triumph over Leicester was as good as anything...
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REPORT: Millwall 1-0 Leicester


by Kiro Evans
 9th April 2024
 0 



A STUNNING goal by Ryan Longman saw Millwall take down Leicester City and get their rollercoaster season back on track. ...
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Team News: Millwall vs. Leicester


by Kiro Evans
 9th April 2024
 0 



TOM Bradshaw is back on the bench in a big boost for Millwall ahead of tonight's game against Leicester City. ...
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Second-hand bike market coming to The Blue next weekend


by Herbie Russell
 9th April 2024
 0 



Unwanted bikes will be bought and sold at a second-hand cycle market at Bermondsey's Blue Market this weekend. Cyclists young...
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Peckham Town FC is ‘absolutely not’ renaming home ground after Del Boy


by Isabel Ramirez
 9th April 2024
 0 



Peckham Town FC says it will 'absolutely not' be renaming its home ground after Derek Trotter, despite fans' reaction to...
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Tributes paid to former Millwall player Dave Mehmet after death at the age of 63


by Kiro Evans
 9th April 2024
 0 



TRIBUTES have been paid to former Millwall player Dave Mehmet after his death at the age of 63. Mehmet was...
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‘Too good to turn down’ – Surrey assistant coach to leave club with immediate effect


by John Kelly
 9th April 2024
 0 



By Sport Reporter Surrey assistant coach Azhar Mahmood will leave the club with immediate effect to join the Pakistan national...
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‘Segregations fears’ as new council homes in poorest areas


by Robert Firth - Local Democracy Reporter
 9th April 2024
 0 



Fears have been raised that a South London borough is sleepwalking towards social segregation after it was revealed new council...
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Disabled mum and her ill husband slapped with £2,340 in incorrect fines in controversial low-traffic zone


by southlondon.co.uk
 9th April 2024
 0 



A disabled mum and her ill husband have been slapped with £2,340 in incorrect fines by a council for driving...
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Trailer released for crime boss film ‘Bermondsey Tales: Fall of the Roman Empire’


 6th April 2024
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Nunhead Green tarmac ‘abomination’ debacle cost taxpayer £26,500


 7th April 2024
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Neil Harris hints at team changes tonight as Millwall boss plots a path to victory against league leaders Leicester


 9th April 2024
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Comment: Rotherhithe cycleway urgently needs a second look


 7th April 2024






[image: It was a disappointing day for Neil Harris and Millwall. Image: Millwall FC]





‘Players can’t keep making the same mistakes’ – Neil Harris airs his frustrations after Millwall fall to late defeat at Huddersfield


 6th April 2024






[image: Duncan Watmore has joined the Millwall injury list. Image: Millwall FC]





Duncan Watmore out of Leicester clash while return of Millwall strikers Tom Bradshaw and Kevin Nisbet is ‘unlikely’


 7th April 2024
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Exclusive: Search is on for Southwark WWII heroes who secretly snapped Nazis from unarmoured Spitfires


 9th April 2024
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The Bermondsey man who turned Palestine’s para-cycling team into emergency aid workers


 8th April 2024
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Rotherhithe Rainbows and Guides pushing to replace mouldy tents and old equipment


 8th April 2024
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History: The pubs of the Southwark’s Grand Surrey Canal


 7th April 2024
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Trailer released for crime boss film ‘Bermondsey Tales: Fall of the Roman Empire’


 6th April 2024






[image: The Aylesham Centre is at the centre of the site earmarked for redevelopment]





Petition calls for more community involvement and social housing on Peckham Town Centre redevelopment


 5th April 2024
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